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Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 12:04:35 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or



underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Gitel Pivo

Gitel Pivo
gitellapivo@gmail.com
1508 East 15th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90021



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 12:03:20 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs



of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Jonathan and Gitel Pivo

Jonathan Pivo
pivosmiles@aol.com
1508 East 15th street
Los Angeles, CA 90021



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 8:01:00 AM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance



was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

SCS Building Fund LLC LLC
scsbuildingfund@gmail.com
811 S. Los Angeles Street
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Monday, April 10, 2023 at 4:12:13 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work



units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Mark Chatoff
Mark@californiaflowermall.com
828 San Julian Street
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Monday, April 10, 2023 at 4:11:03 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 



Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Mark Chatoff
mark@californiaflowermall.com
826 San Julian Street
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Monday, April 10, 2023 at 4:09:47 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Mark Chatoff
Mark@californiaflowermall.com
823 San Pedro Street
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Monday, April 10, 2023 at 3:57:15 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Mark Chatoff
Mark@californiaflowermall.com
825 San Pedro St , Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90272



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Monday, April 10, 2023 at 11:19:57 AM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Jacob Marvizi
cpmla@sbcglobal.net
1100 Wall st #218-A
LA, CA 90015



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Sunday, April 9, 2023 at 8:43:45 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Ron Pivo- Manager- Pivo Family Trust- Owner 1115 East 12th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021

Ron Pivo
rpivo@comcast.net
2006 Kirsten Lee Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Sunday, April 9, 2023 at 8:43:15 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Ron Pivo- Manager- Pivo Family Trust- Owner 1108 East Pivo Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90021

Ron Pivo
rpivo@comcast.net
2006 Kirsten Lee Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Sunday, April 9, 2023 at 8:42:36 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Ron Pivo- Manager- Pivo Family Trust- Owner 1106 East Pivo Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90021

Ron Pivo
rpivo@comcast.net
2006 Kirsten Lee Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Sunday, April 9, 2023 at 8:42:12 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Ron Pivo- Manager- Pivo Family Trust- Owner 1100 East Pivo Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90021

Ron Pivo
rpivo@comcast.net
2006 Kirsten Lee Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Sunday, April 9, 2023 at 8:41:23 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Ron Pivo- Building Owner 1520 East 15th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021

Ron Pivo
rpivo@comcast.net
2006 Kirsten Lee Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Sunday, April 9, 2023 at 8:40:33 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Ron Pivo
Owner- 731 East 17th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021

Ron Pivo
rpivo@comcast.net
2006 Kirsten Lee Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Sunday, April 9, 2023 at 8:19:58 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Aaron Solnit

aaron solnit
aaron.d.solnit@dartmouth.edu
822 s los angeles street
los angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:01 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Sunday, April 9, 2023 at 10:42:08 AM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Ben Solnit
bensolnit@optonline.net
820 S Los Angeles St
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Saturday, April 8, 2023 at 3:38:16 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Ruth Solnit
rpsolnit@msn.com
811 s l a St..
Los Ángeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 10:45:34 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

ChrisNan Rodriguez
Chrisyy0711@gmail.com
424 E 15th st
Los Angeles, CA 90015



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 10:43:40 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Michael Rodriguez
Mikefox787@gmail.com
424 E 15th st
Los Angeles, CA 90015



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 8:14:37 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Meng-Yuan Wang
nelliewang0531@gmail.com
345 Glenshaw Ave.
La puente, CA 91744



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 7:10:53 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 

Juliana Suarez
Suarezjulianam@gmail.com
818 S Broadway Suite 801
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:41:36 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Rufino

Rufino Rodriguez
rufino.rodriguez@aus.com
424 E. 15th St. #11
Los Angeles, CA 90015



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:40:17 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Sam 5

Luis Bello
luis.bello@aus.com
424 E. 15th St. #11
Los Angeles, CA 90015



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:37:04 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Vanessa

Vanessa Alvarez
vanessa.alvarez@aus.com
424 E. 15th St. #10
Los Angeles, CA 90015



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:35:40 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Kevin Sohn

Kevin Sohn
kevin.sohn@aus.com
424 E. 15th St. #10
Los Angeles, CA 90015



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:32:46 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 GM

Guillermo Mendoza
guillermo.mendoza@aus.com
700 S. Flower St. Suite 400
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:31:45 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.



 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Daisy

Daisy Garcia
daisy.garcia@aus.com
700 S. Floer St.
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:26:57 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3



area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Miguel Aquino

Miguel Aquino
miguel.aquino@aus.com
424 E. 15th St.



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Los Angeles, CA 90015

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:26:06 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator



is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Oscar Sosa

Oscar Sosa
ososa@centurymg.com



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

424 E. 15th St
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:24:37 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion



Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Danny

Daniel Lazo



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

dlazo@centurymg.com
424 E. 15th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:22:53 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and



allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Lopez



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Eduardo Lopez
eduardo.lopez@aus.com
424 E. 15th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:22:03 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.

 



Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,

 Melissa Olmos



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:02 Pacific Daylight Time

Melissa Olmos
lafashionbid@aus.com
424 E. 15th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:21:09 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.



 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:03 Pacific Daylight Time

 Jackie Sanchez

Jaquelyn Sanchez
jackie@fashiondistrict.org
424 E. 15th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 2:20:00 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.



 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,



Tuesday, April 11, 2023 at 16:11:03 Pacific Daylight Time

 Ivan Villegas

Ivan Villegas
ivan@fashiondistrict.org
424 E. 15th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Subject: DTLA 2040 Comments (CF 22-0617)
Date: Friday, April 7, 2023 at 1:52:15 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: LA Fashion District BID
To: info

April 3, 2023

Dear Planning and Land Use Management Commi:ee (PLUM),

 
I would like to thank the City Planning Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff,

and the members of this commi:ee for developing the DTLA2040 proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA
Fashion District, I want to express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendaNons and the Director of
Planning's report will have on the future of our community. 

 
The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the

region. Our neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We take great pride in and never plan
to divest from those idenNNes. However, as the city conNnues to grow, evolve, and become a melNng pot, it is
clear that the Fashion District must adapt and change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking
to call our community home. 

 
DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon in a posiNve direcNon. In parNcular, I am

excited by the potenNal of easing restricNons on daycares/new schools, removing above-grade parking from
FAR calculaNons, increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for live/work units, and opening
the door to flexibility for new residenNal in some areas.

 
To protect the vitality of the Fashion District, please:

 

Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and
IX2/IX3. The delta between base and bonus in our district is too great, especially when DTLA2040
proposes mandatory inclusionary housing AND a producNon FAR requirement for new developments.



 
Do not exclude CreaNve Office as a qualifying use for the "work" porNon of new Live/Work units and
allow it to count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4 ProducNve Space. The Fashion
Industry has been moving towards marrying producNon space with office. The most significant indicator
is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing 800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3
area.

 
Remove CUP requirements and prohibiNons on adapNve reuse/conversion projects (housing, live/work
units, hotels, and social service faciliNes) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adapNve reuse ordinance
was meant to address buildings plagued by high vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs
of communiNes. That has never been truer than in the Fashion District! A building that has sat vacant or
underuNlized at a threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new life/conversion without
prohibiNons. 

 
Do not impose a minimum FAR requirement for ProducNve Space in Use District IX2/IX3; allow the
Employment IncenNve Area (subarea A.5) to be an anchor for producNon space. The LA Fashion District
has been experiencing a producNon exodus since the late 1990s. While industry regulaNons have sought
righlul equity in manufacturing, this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and Country.
Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale currently have a vacancy rate of 18%.

 
Allow new residenNal and residenNal conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA Fashion
District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing highly unfavorable market condiNons. With over
65,000 individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot prohibit new housing if we are to
meet State and City housing goals. 

 
Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and conNnue incenNvizing affordable housing
producNon through the Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial area is a 3:1 base
FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary housing AND employment space obligaNons. I

 
Extend the Restaurant Beverage Area to include the enNre Fashion District. Despite COVID-19, the
Restaurant Industry has been resilient in our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the restaurant beverage area will allow
these businesses to tap into addiNonal revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the height of
closures. In addiNon, it will provide new restaurants with a streamlined alcohol approval process.

 
As we conNnue to the transiNon post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potenNal to help guide this evoluNon

of the Fashion District and DTLA in a posiNve direcNon. I encourage the PLUM commi:ee to ensure that
development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all industries and stakeholders in our
neighborhood. Please consider the needs and concerns of the exisNng communiNes. You can help ensure the
Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the City's fabric for years. 

 
Thank you for your work and a:enNon to this ma:er. 

 
Sincerely,



 

Michael Taban
michael@jadeent.com
110 W. 11th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90015



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Allied Crafts Building
Date Submitted: 04/11/2023 09:39 AM
Council File No: 22-0617 
Comments for Public Posting:  April 3, 2023 Dear Planning and Land Use Management

Committee (PLUM), I would like to thank the City Planning
Commissioners, the Department of City Planning, City Staff, and
the members of this committee for developing the DTLA2040
proposal. As a stakeholder in the LA Fashion District, I want to
express my thoughts on the impact that staff recommendations
and the Director of Planning's report will have on the future of our
community. The LA Fashion District is a vital economic hub in
Downtown Los Angeles, the City at large, and the region. Our
neighborhood’s DNA is in the fashion and flower industries. We
take great pride in and never plan to divest from those identities.
However, as the city continues to grow, evolve, and become a
melting pot, it is clear that the Fashion District must adapt and
change to meet the needs of industries and residents seeking to
call our community home. DTLA2040 has the potential to help
guide this evolution in a positive direction. In particular, I am
excited by the potential of easing restrictions on daycares/new
schools, removing above-grade parking from FAR calculations,
increasing the minimum size + removing FAR requirements for
live/work units, and opening the door to flexibility for new
residential in some areas. To protect the vitality of the Fashion
District, please: Increase the base FAR to 6:1 in Form District
HM1, HB1, DM1, DM3, and Use Districts CX3 and IX2/IX3. The
delta between base and bonus in our district is too great,
especially when DTLA2040 proposes mandatory inclusionary
housing AND a production FAR requirement for new
developments. Do not exclude Creative Office as a qualifying use
for the "work" portion of new Live/Work units and allow it to
count toward the required FAR in Use Districts IX2/IX3/IX4
Productive Space. The Fashion Industry has been moving towards
marrying production space with office. The most significant
indicator is Adidas and Spark's entry into the community, bringing
800+ employees; both in what would be a CX3 area. Remove
CUP requirements and prohibitions on adaptive reuse/conversion
projects (housing, live/work units, hotels, and social service
facilities) in the IX2 and IX3 Use Districts. The adaptive reuse
ordinance was meant to address buildings plagued by high
vacancy rates that could be reused to address the needs of
communities. That has never been truer than in the Fashion
District! A building that has sat vacant or underutilized at a



District! A building that has sat vacant or underutilized at a
threshold of 60% for 2+ years should be allowed new
life/conversion without prohibitions. Do not impose a minimum
FAR requirement for Productive Space in Use District IX2/IX3;
allow the Employment Incentive Area (subarea A.5) to be an
anchor for production space. The LA Fashion District has been
experiencing a production exodus since the late 1990s. While
industry regulations have sought rightful equity in manufacturing,
this catalyzed many companies to move out of City, State, and
Country. Buildings dedicated to manufacturing and wholesale
currently have a vacancy rate of 18%. Allow new residential and
residential conversions across all Use Forms (IX2/IX3) in the LA
Fashion District. The City is in a housing crisis and experiencing
highly unfavorable market conditions. With over 65,000
individuals experiencing homelessness in the city, we cannot
prohibit new housing if we are to meet State and City housing
goals. Remove mandatory inclusionary housing requirements and
continue incentivizing affordable housing production through the
Community Benefits Program. As long as the Hybrid Industrial
area is a 3:1 base FAR, it cannot bear mandatory inclusionary
housing AND employment space obligations. I Extend the
Restaurant Beverage Area to include the entire Fashion District.
Despite COVID-19, the Restaurant Industry has been resilient in
our community. Many businesses adapted to take-out or Al
Fresco, saving many coveted eateries from closure. Extending the
restaurant beverage area will allow these businesses to tap into
additional revenue that could help bridge the gap in loss during the
height of closures. In addition, it will provide new restaurants with
a streamlined alcohol approval process. As we continue to the
transition post-COVID-19, DTLA2040 has the potential to help
guide this evolution of the Fashion District and DTLA in a
positive direction. I encourage the PLUM committee to ensure
that development plans are flexible, inclusive, and equitable to all
industries and stakeholders in our neighborhood. Please consider
the needs and concerns of the existing communities. You can help
ensure the Fashion District remains a vital and dynamic part of the
City's fabric for years. Thank you for your work and attention to
this matter. Sincerely, George Gould George Gould
george@alliedcraftsbuilding.com 407 E. Pico Blvd. Los Angeles,
CA 90015 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name:
Date Submitted: 04/11/2023 09:46 AM
Council File No: 22-0617 
Comments for Public Posting:  The globe, earth, our world, is everchanging. Not that long ago we

were fighting a war in Viet Nam. Now we import apparel from
Viet Nam. The world is everchanging. Not that long ago we had
to canvas store by store to purchase a distinctive item. Now we
surf the world wide web, never leaving our desk, to canvas the
entire globe to purchase that unusual item. In this everchanging
world who knows what the future holds? Technology, our tastes,
our wants and needs are changing more than ever. And the
community changes with it. In downtown Los Angeles this is
more apparent than ever. What used to be large warehouse and
manufacturing spaces for auto parts, motors and electrical
supplies has converted into small, divided spaces for wholesale
and retail. What was a parking lot surrounded by lentos and E-Z
ups has converted to the Santee Alley. Los Angeles has grown
organically. It has allowed creativity to thrive. It’s what makes
Los Angeles an exceptional and extraordinary city. From one
block to the next it is everchanging. In the Fashion District the
property owners have been forever vigilante of these changes and
have stepped up time and again for downtown Los Angeles. When
certain expected services from the city began to dwindle, the
property owners took it upon themselves to create a clean and safe
environment, created a business improvement district, and
charged themselves. These costs have been absorbed by the
property owners. When the fire life safety mandate was passed the
taller properties were required to retrofit entire buildings with fire
sprinklers, elevator lobby vestibules, and monitored fire alarm
systems with fire pumps and backup generators. These costs have
been absorbed by the property owners. The apparel business is not
an easy business. The competition is fierce. Yet, through ups and
downs, the property owners have held the hands of the apparel
owners and reassured them they could succeed. However, we are
not business partners with apparel businesses. While reassuring
them they could survive, many have up and left without notice
while owing months of rent. As property owners, since the mid
1980’s, we have witnessed an exodus of the apparel business.
What was once considered the second biggest industry, behind the
aerospace industry, has severely diminished. The property owners
are not responsible for their exodus. The world is everchanging.
We have been well aware of this exodus but we have not pushed
them out. We have kept rents reasonable. When the RecycleLA



them out. We have kept rents reasonable. When the RecycleLA
program began, and trash prices tripled, these costs have been
absorbed by property owners. Our business is property and real
estate. Their business is apparel. We are not involved in how they
run their business. And they should not dictate to us, in this
everchanging world, what we might do with our building. Since
the inception of DTLA 2040 it has been understood buildings like
these could be used for readapted purposes, including residential.
In this everchanging world where the homeless problem is
searching for a solution, where affordable housing is looking for a
solution, where young people, flocking toward downtown Los
Angeles, are looking for a housing solution, this is not the time to
restrict adaptive reuse. This is not the time to dictate what type of
tenant we may choose. This is not the time for the garment
workers to dictate to us when, just last year, we saw the biggest
exodus of the apparel industry ever. The globe has become
smaller in this everchanging world where we need to work
together to create solutions. It is in the communities’ best interest
to allow the property owners what had been understood by the
DTLA 2040, adaptive reuse projects and various types of tenants.
George Gould george@alliedcraftsbuilding.com 407 E. Pico
Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90015 


